Dear Hope,

Thank you for your email. I can confirm that on this occasion Wiley are happy for Dr. Carol Chapelle to self-archive her material in the non-commercial repository you mention, provided that you fully acknowledge the source, duplicate the copyright line and include the following link to the full title on Wiley.com/ Wiley Online Library.

Please note that this permission only relates to the one-time archiving of the accepted version of the text, prior to publishers typesetting (not the pdf final version).

If you have any questions regarding this please do not hesitate to get in contact,

Best wishes,

Kelly Hoff
Permissions Coordinator
Copyright & Permissions

WILEY

Permissions Specialist,

I work for the Iowa State University Library and I have been working with Dr. Carol Chapelle to get their scholarship deposited in our institutional repository, Digital Repository @ Iowa State University. Dr. Chapelle is the author of the following works and I am writing for permission to deposit portions of her work in our repository.


Digital Repository @ Iowa State University is a non-commercial institutional repository that provides access to the scholarship of Iowa State University’s faculty, students and staff. This scholarship is made available for personal, educational and research use. All articles deposited in the repository are described with complete bibliographic information for the original publication and includes an explicit statement identifying the date and owner of copyright.

Please let me know if we have permission to deposit these articles in our repository. I look forward to hearing from you.

Best,

Hope Mitchell  
*Digital Repository Assistant Coordinator*  
Iowa State University

204 Parks Library  
Office: (515) 294-1439
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